
 

 

 

 

 

 

POEMS 

WRITTEN IN COVID-19 LOCKDOWN 

 

 

OUT HUNTING WITH THE NET OF LANGUAGE 

We’re out to catch with words 

what takes your breath away 

and lifts you weightless up 

above your mortal clay – 

antique pursuit of bards. 

 

To catch ideas like birds, 

alive and in fine feather,   

fluttering insights into 

life and death, now and ever – 

honoured art of poets. 

 

To hold the captured prey 

in carefully crafted cages 

for curious minds to scan 

in this and future ages – 

a menagerie for you and me. 
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THE WORMS’ TURN1 

What a piece of work are we, 

who do so little know ourselves. 

If I could ask the worms that eye 

my flesh, “Change your lot with mine?” 

 

a waiting worm would answer, “No, 

for you too often pit yourself 

against your kith and kin, against 

this life-sustaining world you sin.” 

 

“Your soul,” another worm would say, 

“is bound for hell, devised in thought, 

and built in thoughtless acts, right here 

– you are the nemesis you fear2. 

 

You boast and croon that you’re the top, 

the mortal marvel, quite sublime, 

’cos you have built the Colisseum 

and Louvre Museum in your time, 

 

 and you have painted Lisa’s smile, 

composed the symphonies of Strauss, 

revealed the source of River Nile, 

and animated Mickey Mouse. 

 

But you’re really near the bottom, just 

a worthless cheque, the megapest 

that gorges and defiles what’s left. 

You’ll see when you slump down to us.” 

 

 
1 Ideas, images and words borrowed from William Shakespeare, John Donne, and Cole Porter. 

2 “This [Covid-19] is not nature’s revenge, we did it to ourselves. The solution is to have a much more 

respectful approach to nature, which includes dealing with climate change and all the rest,” [leading 

US biologist Thomas] Lovejoy said. From THE GUARDIAN, 25.04.2020. 



SPIDERS’ SNARES 

Unseen webs of silence 

catch the wandering eye 

with glints of  lucent droplets, 

and hints of silken wile. 

 

Every crystal globe 

invites the exploration 

of wondrous pristine worlds 

with fabled space and profit. 

 

Spiders spin these webs, 

the ugly tickle of their legs 

in arid clinging threads 

that softly clasp your face, 

 

their squashy shadow-husked 

bodies lurking – where? – 

with avid patience. Should we 

risk such thoughts and acts 

 

to raid unsullied spaces 

for gain and satisfaction, 

enterprise and pride, 

when we could be a plague? 

 

But can free will restrain 

our surging aspiration 

that flies to chance the webs, 

in which, like flies, we die? 

 

 

 

 

 



INSECTS 

The Insect House was Earth, 

kept running spick and span 

by countless tiny creatures 

with many fascinating features 

– head-thorax-abdomen 

in exoskeleton, 

three pairs of legs, and often wings, 

all insects toil, the odd one sings. 

But now the House, collapsing, 

just accommodates what’s left 

of that immense variety, 

in self-inflicted anxiety.  

They came – still do – in colours, 

shapes and sizes, with guilds 

including visual arts, provisions, 

pollination, waste disposal.  

 They still are ninety percent 

of animal forms on Earth 

– in earth, on land, in air, and water – 

though victims now of wholesale slaughter. 

Have you seen the movie yet 

– The End: Insecticide? 

See it, do, and see how we 

depend on >IQ IT. 

It’s sage and wise 

to see the place, 

in world-wide space, 

of beetles, crickets, ants, and wasps and bees, and butterflies, and flies, 

and keep as partners evermore 

insects and insectivores. 

 



 SMALL WOODLAND, MEADOW AND GARDEN BIRDS 

Heard or seen, 

in song or flight, 

small birds are keen 

and pure delight.  

 

They work all day 

with chirp and hop, 

and on their way 

they seldom stop. 

 

In rain and sun 

and heat and cold 

they flit and run 

as days unfold. 

 

With clever eyes, 

through woodland, farm 

and field they fly, 

all help, no harm. 

 

Our desecrations 

they even pardon, 

and come to grace 

our urban gardens. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GREAT APES 

We’ve seen the documentary films 

of shrinking jungle and mountain haunts 

where humans hack off heads and hands 

and our cousins’ bleed upon their lands. 

 

There, left alone, these mighty beings 

live and laze and work and play 

in recurrent days and nights and dreams, 

and death alone intrudes, it seems. 

 

And we’ve been to zoos, some bad, some worse, 

where crowds of humans dumbly gawk 

at a brawny, lonely, hunched relation 

who meditates and mourns its curse. 

Don’t catch its eye 

– you’ll want to cry. 

 

But, in groups, with space, like here, they seem 

to live and laze and work and play 

in recurrent days and nights and dreams 

in a snug, almost sufficient realm, 

ignoring cousins with clothes and cars, 

who gawp and grin at them through bars. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EARLY HUMANS 

Though just the briefest blink 

in cosmic terms, THIS IS BIG FOR YOU, 

a one-chance swim or sink. 

Got it? Is that clear? 

Yes, crystal – we are raised 

from beasts to kings (and queens) 

of all other living things. 

Well… contingent on ALL life, 

and non-life too, your ONLY world, 

sine qua, you won’t survive. 

Got that? Is it clear? 

20/20 – our empire serves 

to keep our regal state, 

our weal, at any rate. 

THAT your PRIVILEGED BRAIN must judge, 

– your prime and vital task. 

Think hard, choose wise from now, 

and not just easy paths. 

Right – we’re best and brightest, 

so upward, always more. 

And the ultimate reward? 

You’ll know it if you get it 

– that’s ‘IF’ not ‘when’. 

Now read the time clause bit, 

breathe deeply, and… begin. 

 

 

 

 

 



NEANDERTHALS 

Almost certainly, 

they were just as bright as you and me, 

but when it came 

to fighting, we were ruthless, they were tame. 

So did God give them, 

like us, a single chance to sink or swim? 

Without us then 

– or had we turned, as since we have, 

fraternally on one another, 

not on our hominid half-brother, 

had we sunk then, as soon we will 

unless we change how we act still – 

would this world be a better place, 

with no exultant human race? 

Or is that philosophy for kids, 

and what we had to do, we did? 

Let’s ask our leaders, who top our lot, 

our living statues, our macho men 

of high IQ, bold image, winners 

(only moot or misdemeanour sinners). 

Your thoughts, sirs, your commanding views 

for BS TV and FU News. 

“Neanderthals, both then and now, 

don’t support us, which just shows how 

they’re no Boris-Bolsonaro-Trumps, 

but nasty ugly oafs and chumps.” 

[A lie, of course, the opposite is right, 

but what a beautiful, strong soundbite]. 

And there we have it, since we asked, 

straight from the horse’s… brain and arse. 

 

THIS WAY 

TO THE ZOO EXIT 



GOING HOME FROM THE ZOO 

- Let’s walk to the Underground 

across the park,  OK, 

see people laze and play. 

- And those yobs hack down flowers. 
 

- Don’t look! Just keep on walking, 

fast… not running… try… 

Don’t catch that wild one’s eye! 

- He’s seen us and he’s stalking. 
 

Hi there! Brilliant day! 

Fancy a pack of gum? 

There you go! Have fun! 

- Can’t look! He’s gone away? 
 

- He has – the rest were off 

to a hoo-hah over there. 

- Oh, Jesus, what a scare! 

- With beasts try food and love. 
 

- That always works for you? 

- With dogs without exception, 

humans beg tough questions. 

Need a drink? I do. 
 

- You bet, and strong, I’d say! 

- Indeed, for we’ll then descend 

to the Underworld again 

like lost souls on their way. 
 

- Uh… Underground, you mean… 

you’re in poetic flow! 

- I am. The human zoo, 

above ground and below, 

invisible and seen. 



THE MINDS OF GODS AND HUMANS 

A POEM WITH FOOTNOTES (WHICH GODS DON’T USE) 

My well-known namesake1 (British, too, like me2), 

has asked how we acquired mathematics. 

Was it invented in our animal brains, 

or discovered by them in the universe? 

Either way, it shows our godlike side – 

inventors of a key to everything, 

or system-hackers of the mind of God. 

And either way, alas, it begs the question: 

Are gods benign, malignant or indifferent 

– as Tina3 sings, what’s love got to do with it? 

 

Spinoza goes another way – or did 

four hundred years ago – God is Nature, 

Nature God, that’s all we need to know. 

Along with more contentious things, 

it got him banished, though he only said 

what ancient humans used to think 

in their awe-full pantheistic way. 

Alas, not many of us do today, 

nor ask, as a certain British rock band4 does, 

    if we’re insane to let it be the death of us. 

                 

1. Paul Davies, the physicist, author of The Mind of God, The Demon in the Machine, and 

other highly regarded books. 

2. Don’t feel bad if you don’t know who I am, even now you know my name. I don’t know 

who you are. 

3. Tina Turner, the gutsy and fabulous ‘Queen of Rock ’n’ Roll’. 

4. Asking Alexandria, a metal core, heavy metal, post hard-core, electronicore, hard rock 

band founded in 2006 in York, England (with its cathedral, or minster, dedicated to the 

glory of God, and now tourism), consistently far from topping the charts, with a song 

called The Death of Me about addiction (referred to above). 


